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About This Game

"Mr.President" is a funny story about adventures of the fictional President. Take a gun and become the President in prologue
episode. The real-time physics animations will make motions of your character unique.

Somebody will try to kill the President today.
But the country ruler have the plan:
Kick asses with golden .50 Pistol

Reload
Repeat

In Prologue Episode you will go through 6 scenes defeating enemy mercenaries. Let the battle begin!

Controls

A/D - Walking
Shift + A/D - Running

Space - Jumping
C - Stand control [Ragdoll toggle] [Okay, it's useless function]

E (hold) - Use buttons/Open doors
Shift + E (hold) - Knock doors

LMB - Shooting
RMB - Aiming

R (hold) - Reloading
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F (hold) - Take ammo from magazines
MMB (Middle Mouse Button) - Toggle slow-motion
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Title: mr.President Prologue Episode
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Sergey Domashenkin
Publisher:
Sergey Domashenkin
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX650 / AMD Radeon HD7750

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct3D compatable

English,Russian
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mr.president prologue episode

its good for badges but gameplay is R.I.P. game is pretty good but its short 1 hour. The game is quite boring so i doubt i
would've given it a positive review. Well... there is a lot of bad things in this game but my main complain is the controls which
are horribly broken. Also this game is "complete and forget" kind of game so nobody will come back to it and enjoy playing it.
If not the achivement i would probably uninstall it in five minutes from turning the game on. Do not waste your money on it,.
controls ungodly terrible. not my type of game. Wow, sorry. That was crazy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
(Intentionally) \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up controls, no really variation, bad hitboxes when shooting.

2\/10 for quite fast achievements + cards.. :(
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This game is SO-SO!

The graphipcs are not that bad, but the movement is horrible. even when you aim.. it's like your character's sick. All in all 3 out
of 10... Game is cool very funny you can really enjoy it but PLEASE!!!:
-Make jump higher or something beacuse if u bump doors off on a body u cant pass it :\/
-fix aiming
-Make game longer and if its not possible then make it cheaper! 2 Euros for really 30 minutes of play is not really worth
-Fix movement! I almost wanted to kill myself getting on airplane!
Im gonna give you a positive beacuse you have a good idea just fix some problem and its gonna be a good game! :). Game is too
short!!!. This game isn't good, i know that its a joke but still not worth 1$ the wlking isn't correct to be a joke, moving is way to
slow, the maps are dragged out, blank.. I am not racist for thinking this. Russia cannot produce a single decent indie title. This
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 QUOP "shooter" about what id assume is putin shooting his way through his
problems because "they" want his powers, I made it through the first stage insufferably after tired 10 year old meme referances
and realized the only person dodging any bullets was me.

I idled for the 3 cards, I dont care if I never 100% this game on steam. It controlls so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bad and
the game drags on so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing much only a narcissist could enjoy this. Maybe other russians like this
game, they have no idea what constitutes a decent title anyway so this might be as golden.

Save yourself the dollar.
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